Resistive switching in manganite/graphene hybrid planar nanostructures We report on the fabrication and magnetotransport characterization of hybrid graphene-based nanodevices with epitaxial nanopatterned La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 manganite electrodes grown on SrTiO 3 (100). The few-layer graphene was deposited onto the predefined manganite nanowires by using a mechanical transfer technique. These nanodevices exhibit resistive switching and hysteretic transport as measured by current-voltage curves. The resistance can be reversibly switched between high and low states, yielding a consistent non-volatile memory response. The effect is discussed in terms of changes in the concentration of oxygen vacancies at the space charge region of the Schottky barriers building at the contacts. Massless electronic states of graphene resulting from their linearly dispersive energy bands 1 have raised the promise to coherent electron transport over large distances in an interaction free landscape.
2,3 Interesting devices concepts in many distinct fields could be envisaged if there existed the possibility of inducing tunable interactions in graphene. Depositing atoms or molecules (hydrogen 4 or transition metal atoms 5, 6 ) have been considered as a route to induce magnetism. A modest coverage with heavy atoms has been proposed to incorporate the spin orbit interaction that would realize a topological insulator with a substantial bandgap detectable by transport and spectroscopic techniques. [7] [8] [9] First principles calculations indicate the possibility of inducing exchange or spin orbit interactions in graphene by proximity to a magnetic layer 10 in the former case or to a layer with strong spin orbit interaction 11 in the latter case. Depositing graphene on surfaces of correlated transition metal oxides is an interesting route to induce tunable interactions in graphene. Complex transition metal oxides are a wide family of materials, where almost every electronic ground state of solid matter can be found. The strongly correlated nature of the conduction electrons underlying the strong interplay between the various degrees of freedom is at the origin of the rich phase diagrams with a variety of different electronic ground states with similar characteristic energies competing for phase space. The combination of correlated oxides with graphene may give rise to proximity interactions transmitted by the graphene unsaturated p-orbitals, 11 which could give rise to a wide variety of proximity phenomena with interesting implications for fundamental science and device concepts. In this letter, we report on the fabrication of hybrid organic/oxide few-layer graphene/La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (FLG/LSMO) nanodevices based on the transfer of mechanically exfoliated FLG flakes into LSMO nanowire arrays. Although many examples can be found in the literature where these oxides have been used as magnetic electrodes in multilayer devices for perpendicular transport along 3D pillars, 12, 13 planar devices involving nanostructured electrodes are very scarce.
14 This may be related to difficulties in nanostructuring these materials due to their mechanical hardness or to the alteration of their electronic properties caused by etching processes. We find that the temperature dependent transport through the graphene layer displays a metal to insulator transition. Hysteretic current-voltage (IV) curves originating at charge build up at highly resistive interface contacts are found to behave as memristors. 15 The resistance can be reversibly switched between high and low states yielding a consistent non-volatile memory response.
The 18 nm c-axis high quality LSMO thin film samples were grown on (001)-oriented SrTiO 3 single crystals in a high-O 2 -pressure (3.4 millibars) radio-frequency sputtering system at 900 C. In situ annealing was done in 800 millibars O 2 pressure and 550 C for 30 min. 16 LSMO nanowires were fabricated by using conventional Electron Beam Lithography and wet etching processes. In particular, 180 nm thick ma-N2403 negative resist (from MicroResist GmbH) was spun on the LSMO thin film and Raith50 lithography machine with 10 kV, 100 pA electron beam control parameters were used in order to define the pattern. The LSMO wet etching was done by dipping the sample in a hydrochloric acid solution for few seconds. Few-layer graphene FLG (3-5 layers) flakes were obtained from mechanical exfoliation of commercial highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) from Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd.
The mechanically exfoliated FLG on SiO 2 /Si wafer was moved onto predefined LSMO manganite nanowires by using the poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) transfer technique 17, 18 (see sketch in Figure 1 (a)). The magnetotransport measurements were performed using the Keithley 2400 source meter and Keithley 2182 A nanovoltmeter. Samples were cooled down to 12 K using a closed-cycle helium refrigerator. The magnetic behavior was examined by measurements of the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) in magnetic fields aligned with the direction of the wire. Coercive fields increase with decreasing temperature for both nanowires. While the coercive fields are rather independent of the nanowire width above 150 K, at lower temperatures they were found to be larger for the narrower nanowire, with values of about 120 and 280 Oe at 15 K (for $500 nm and $200 nm widths, respectively). The inset to Figure 2 (a) shows a typical AMR curve with abrupt resistance switching at coercivity consistent with a single domain state. For magnetic fields oriented perpendicular to the wire AMR displays multiple peak features (not shown) suggesting a complex domain structure. We found evidence for AMR up to room temperature indicating that the nanowires were magnetic and thus, suggesting that the electronic state of the manganite is little affected by the lithography process. Graphene was transferred to the patterned nanowires arrays using the wet PMMA technique mentioned above. Figure 3(b) shows an example of a typical hybrid FLG/LSMO structure, with the graphene flake connecting a pair of manganite nanowires. Transport measurements were performed using a 4-contacts configuration injecting current between two electrodes on opposite sides of the FLG and measuring voltage between the remaining pair of contacts (Contact configuration is labeled in Figure 1(a) ). This configuration corrects for the contact resistance between silver pads and manganite. However, the contact resistance between LSMO and graphene, essential to this study, is not removed by the 4-point correction. The resistance vs temperature measurement of the hybrid graphene/LSMO structure displayed a metal-insulator transition (MIT) at a temperature of 150 K (see Figure 3(a) ). Resistance values were much larger than those of the wires, and also larger by several orders of magnitude than the values, typically, found for graphene flakes of similar geometries.
2 This, together with the strong non linearities in transport described below, suggest that resistance is dominated by the interface resistance between manganite and graphene. We checked that the magnetic state and metal to insulator transition of the individual wires was not altered by the graphene transfer. Thus, the depressed temperature of the metal insulator transition as compared to that of the electrodes arises from modified manganite doping at small contact area with graphene. Although the roughness of the manganite layers was 0.2 nm rms over micron size squares, one unit cell steps due to vicinal miscut give rise to small effective contact surface. Large electric fields building up at these contact points can originate changes in the concentration of oxygen vacancies, which may cause significant changes in doping. IV curves showed asymmetries and the strongly non linear features displayed in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) suggesting the presence of energy barriers for electronic transport across the interface. Furthermore, IV curves exhibited significant hysteresis between up and down voltage sweeps characteristic of resistive switching. 19 Resistive switching in manganite structures is a strong indication of accumulation of oxygen vacancies as a result of local electric fields building up at contacts. In up voltage sweeps from a large negative bias (À10 V) resistance displays a rectifying behavior with higher resistance at positive voltages. Increasing bias up to large positive values (10 V) resistance switches into a different (also rectifying) state with higher resistance at negative voltages. Current rectification is a form of asymmetry which is unexpected for a completely symmetric structure as ours. Moreover, the resistance state activated by voltage (resistive switching) is persistent unless a large enough opposite voltage is applied. At temperatures higher than 100 K a markedly different behavior shows up consisting of a bipolar resistive switching. We believe that these effects result from the large electric fields building up at the interfaces in modifying the concentration of oxygen vacancies at the contacts. At the graphene/manganite interface energy barriers will be formed at the manganite side extending over the Thomas Fermi screening length to level off the electrochemical potentials. From the difference in work functions between graphene 20 (4.2 eV) and manganite 21, 22 (4.8 eV) , it is expected that holes will be transferred from the manganite to the graphene. This will give rise to a Schottky barrier for hole injection from the manganite which will be screened by an electric field pointing from the graphene into the manganite. 23, 24 When one of the wires is polarized (say) positive respect to the other, one of the graphene/manganite junction will be forward and the other reverse biased. The reverse biased junction will contribute the most to the contact resistance. When bias is increased, oxygen vacancies will be pushed away from this interface. This will create an electric field in the manganite pointing towards the interface which will reduce the effective energy barrier of the contact yielding the resistive switching into the low resistance state. Furthermore, the accumulation (depletion) of oxygen vacancies at the interface has an effect in weakening (strengthening) the electronic coupling between both materials. A recent report 20 shows that oxidation of the graphene top layers on manganites is suppressed at the interface with accumulation of oxygen vacancies. The electronic coupling between the oxide and the graphene occurs via hybridization of the oxygen and carbon p-orbitals. Thus, the accumulation of oxygen vacancies at the interface will disrupt the hybridization and contribute to increase the energy barrier of the contact. Since for a given voltage/current configuration, applied electric field will point to the interface in one of the contacts and away from the interface at the other, accumulation of oxygen vacancies occurs in the former and depletion in the latter. Since this accumulation occurs abruptly at the switching bias field, it has a strong effect in increasing the contact energy barrier and causes the resistance to switch into the low state. At low temperatures (T < 100 K), the hysteretical behavior is less pronounced and IV curves displayed the pinched hysteresis loops characteristic of memristors, i.e., resistance takes large (small) values in up (down) sweeps yielding two possible resistance states stable at a given bias that can be written by applying a large positive or negative voltage. But, more importantly, at low temperatures IV curves are symmetrical in voltage (the rectifying behavior disappears), suggesting that the memristive behavior does not result from the modulation of a Schottky barrier as in the high temperature case. The (Schottky) contact barrier will be reduced in the metallic state and the dominant effect is the tunneling barrier resulting from modified orbital structure or from the reduced coordination at the surface. This reduction of the Schottky barrier could also explain the decrease of resistance when temperature is reduced (see Figure 3(a) ). The low temperature resistance is strongly modulated by electric field (no matter its direction) due to the resistive switching effect of the highly resistive manganite layers. It is worth noting here that this behavior is reminiscent of that previously found in Pt/Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 / multilayer graphene structures 20 and has been ascribed to changes in graphene oxidation at the interface although we cannot discard charge trapping at interface related to adsorbed impurities in graphene. The hysteresis loops in the IV curves shows the existence of two different possible values of the electric current at a given voltage. Next, we show these two resistance values are stable and can be reached upon application of a large enough negative or positive bias. These bistable resistance states yield a nonvolatile memory effect. Top panel in Figure 4 shows a sequence of write-read-erase-read voltage pulses, while the corresponding measured current values are displayed in the bottom panel of the same Figure 4 . The write voltage was set to 10 V to reach the low resistance state. The high resistance state is reached upon application of an erase voltage of À10 V. The read voltage is 7.5 V. Note that the resistance states are retained even after application of 0 V to the device. This study was conducted on four different samples, which all showed similar results. The effect is robust, and the switching is reversible and was followed, typically, along 10 to 20 cycles at each temperature up to more than 200 switches. A large ON/OFF ratio of 5 is measured at 140 K. The large ON/OFF ratio in the vicinity of the metal to insulator transition indicates that part of the observed resistance change may be due to changes in doping due to modulation of the concentration of oxygen vacancies at the contact. Oxygen vacancy accumulation/depletion will cause electron/hole doping causing the temperature of the metal to insulator transition to shift to lower/higher temperatures, giving a large resistance change at the MIT, as observed. Near room temperature, the ON/OFF ratio at a reading voltage of 2.5 V is $1.8, which is still large enough for applications, and the write and erase voltages can be reduced below 5 V. In summary, we have found rectifying and hysteretic transport at interfaces between manganite and graphene at temperatures ranging from 10 to 300 K, which originates at charge transfer to equilibrate electrochemical potentials. Resistive switching occurs due to the modulation of the concentration of oxygen vacancies at the contact by the applied electric field. As a result, resistance can be controlled between stable high and low values with an applied voltage in a bi-stable memory effect. This behavior could be exploited in future graphene-based non-volatile memory concepts in nanoelectronic applications.
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